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SOME CHARACTERIZATIONS OF THE SPACES Ufa)
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Abstract. Answers are given to the question of when the so-called horn and tensor

functors in categories of Banach spaces preserve certain short exact sequences. The

answers characterize the spaces of integrable, real-valued functions L1(¡j).

Many questions can be raised concerning preservation properties of functors

and their dual functors (see [8]) in categories of Banach spaces. Some are answered.

For example, it can be shown if a functor preserves compact operators so does its

dual functor. Similarly, we can ask the question: If a functor in categories of

Banach spaces preserves certain types of exact sequences, does its dual functor do

the same ? Investigating this problem in particular for the horn and tensor functors,

which are dual to each other, leads to the characterization of the spaces L\p).

The purpose of this paper is to give these characterizations.

1. Preliminaries. The letter B will denote the category in which the objects are

real Banach spaces A, 77, C, A'or Y. The morphism set B(A, 77) corresponding to an

ordered pair (A, B) of objects is the Banach space of all continuous linear mappings

/ h, or k from A to 77.

Special objects of B are the spaces V(p) (1 fip<ao). In order to proceed with

the investigation at hand, some preliminary knowledge of these spaces is needed.

A detailed description of these spaces can be found in [1] and [11].

In the following discussion, E will always denote some fixed locally compact

topological space and p a fixed positive (Radon) measure on E. The letter 7 will

always denote the space of real numbers. The letter p* will denote the extension of

P to all positive extended real-valued functions.

Let S be any set. Two functions/ g: E-± S are equivalent (with respect to p) if

X={x e E | f(x)=£g(x)} is negligible, that is, p*(Xx) = 0. The relation "/is related to

g if/is equivalent to g" is an equivalence relation on the set SE of functions from

F to S. The equivalence class of/is denoted byf. If the set .Sis a vector space over

7, by defining

f+g = (f+g)~,   f,g£SK,   and   af=(af)~,   a el,

a vector space structure is obtained on the set of equivalence classes.
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Now let B be a Banach space over / with norm | ■ |. If/: £-> B is a function,

for each integer 1 Sp < + oo let N„(f) be the finite or infinite positive number given

by

G-* \ Up
\A-)\pdHJ

where |/()| is the positive function £-> / given by x^ \f(x)\, and J* |/(-)|p 0/x

is another way of writing p*(\f(-)\p). It can be shown that the function Nv(f)

= Np(f) is a well-defined, real-valued function on the set of equivalence classes of

elements of BE; that is, if f=g then Np(f) = Np(g).

Definition 1.1. For 1 ̂ p< +oo, let 3FP(B) (or êFp(B, E, p)) be the seminormed

vector space of all elements /in BE such that Np(f)< +co. Let KB(E) denote the

vector space of all continuous functions /: E^ B with compact support. Define

£C"(B) (or £?P(B, E, p.)) to be the closure in the space J"(5) of KB(E). Define

V(B) (or V(B, E, p.)) to be the Banach space of equivalence classes of functions in

¿i?p(B) with norm Nv. Elements of S£P(B) are called pth-power integrable functions.

Example 1.2. Take the special case where E is any space with the discrete

topology. Then K,(E) = {f: E^-I\f(x) = 0 for all but finitely many xeE}.

Define the Radon measure p.: K,(E) -> / by p(f) = ^xeEf(x), a finite sum. If B is a

Banach space and/e KB(E), N1(f) = '2xeE \f(x)\, a finite sum. A function/: E-^-B

is in ^(B) if and only if ~2xeE \f(x)\ is finite. The space L1(B) in this case is denoted

by ^(B), and the measure is called discrete.

Definition 1.3. A function/: E-> B is measurable if for each compact subset

K of E there exists a negligible set N<= K (p-*(xn) = 0) and a partition of K n (E\N),

formed from a sequence (A^n) of compact sets, such that the restriction of/to each

Kn is continuous. A subset A of E is measurable if its characteristic function xa is

measurable.

The following proposition follows easily from a result in [1, p. 191].

Proposition 1.4. In order that a function /: £—> B be measurable, it is necessary

and sufficient that

(1) the setf'^U) is measurable where U is any closed ball in B; and

(2) for each compact set K^E, there is a negligible set S in K such thatf(K\S) is

separable.

Proposition 1.5. In order thatf: £-> B be pth-power integrable for 1 úp< +<x>,

it is necessary and sufficient that f be measurable and Np(f) finite.

Proof. See [1, p. 194].

Listed below are the functors from category B to B that will be prominent in the

ensuing discussion.

(i) The horn functor Dx: 5-> B for some fixed object X in B. It assigns to each

object A in B the Banach space B(X, A).
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(ii) The tensor functor Sx : B -> Bfor some fixed X in B. It assigns to each object

A in B, the completion X ® A of the projective tensor product X® ,4. (The norm

on X® A is the greatest crossnorm of Schatten [10, p. 206].) If/: A -> 5 is in B,

^x/=lx <§>/: X® -<4 ->- Y® 77 is the continuous extension of 1X®/:Z®/1

-►AT ® 77 given by lz ®/(Sx, ® af)=S/(xi) ® a,.

(iii) The functors V and f. They assign to each A in B the spaces £,"(.4) and l"(A)

respectively.

(iv) The contravariant dual functor *. It assigns to each Banach space A its dual

space A*.

(v) Compositions of the above functors. In particular, if F: B -»■ Ä is a functor,

F#: #->- 2? is a functor *«Fo*. Also, the "double-dual" functor ** is the com-

position * o *.

Proposition 1.6. If A, B, and C are Banach spaces, then B(A ® 77, C) and

B(B, B(A, C)) are isometrically isomorphic.

Proof. The function £:B(A%> 77, C) -► B(B, B(A, C)) given by (£(f)b)a=f(a ® b)

forfe B(A ® 77, C), be B, and a e A can be shown to be an isometric isomorphism.

Proposition 1.7. The functors 0.x ° ** and (£x)# is naturally equivalent. This

means that for any A and B in B and for any f: A-^- B in B, the diagram

(i  (x) f*)*(X® A*)* yx    J     > (X® 77*)*

nx(f**)
B(X, A**)-——'-+ B(X, 77**)

commutes for some equivalences (isometric isomorphisms) ÇA and fB.

Proof. The fact that for each A in B, B(X, A**) is isometrically isomorphic to

(Z® A*)* by an equivalence £A is given by (1.6). Using these equivalences, the

diagram can easily be seen to be commutative.

Proposition 1.8. The contravariant functors * °T,X and Í2X o * are naturally

equivalent. This means iff: A —>■ 77 is in B, the diagram

B(X, 77*)-XKJ  ' > B(X, A*)

Mb Pa

(i   (x) FI*{X ® 77)* Kx    J ' ■> (X ® A)*

commutes for some isometric isomorphisms pA and pB.
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Proof. Let p.A and p.B be inverses for ¿jA and £B in (1.6). Let g e B(X, B*). Then for

xeX and a e A,

Ktëc §)/)* » tt&K* <8> a) = &iB(g) c fo <§>/)](* g a)

= W*®/(«)) = ?Wtf(4

Also

[0»a » ÍW*)*](* ® a) = D^CT ° g)](x ® a)

- [(/* og)x](a) - [g(x) o/](a) = g(x)(/(a)).

A. Grothendieck proved the following result in [3, p. 59].

Proposition 1.9. The functors 2Li(i) and L1 are naturally equivalent.

2. Results concerning exact sequences in B. This section contains results neces-

sary to prove the main results given in the next section.

Definition 2.1. A morphism/: A -> B in B is a normal morphism if the induced

continuous linear function from A/Kerf-+f(A) is an isometry. In addition, it is a

strictly normal morphism if, for each b in/(^4), there is an a e A such that/(a)=Z>

and |fl| = |6|.

Definition 2.2. A sequence

0->,4->5->C->0

is a normal exact sequence if it is exact (/is a monomorphism, g is an epimorphism,

and Kerg = Im/) and each morphism is normal. It is strictly normal exact if it is

exact and each morphism is strictly normal.

Proposition 2.3. IfO-^Al+Bl+Cisan exact sequence in B with f normal,

then

Lp(f) L"(g)
0-> Lp(A) —^4 L"(B) —^4 LP(C)

is exact l^p<oo with L"(f) normal.

Proof. Since/is isometric, for x e ¿t?p(A),

l/°4-)l = l/(*(-))l - W0I-
Therefore,

Np(L"f(x)) = Np((fo x)~) = Np(fo x)

/r* \i'j>      / c* \llp
= (j   l/W-))lp)     =(j   \x(-)\")     = N„(x) = Np(x).

This means Lp(f) is isometric.

Now suppose y e LP(B) such that Lp(g)(y) — (g o y)~ = Ö. Then g ° y = 0 almost

everywhere on E so that y(t) e Ker g=Im /almost everywhere for t e E. It can be

supposed that y(t) e Ker g for all t e E. Define x in LP(A) to be the equivalence
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class of x: £-> A defined by the rule: if te E, x(t) is the unique element in A so

that/(jc(0)=.HO and |x(OI = I.KO|- It must be shown that x e <e\A). By (1.5)

it suffices to show x is measurable and Np(x) is finite. Since |x(-)l = I.K-)l> Np(x)

= Np(y) is finite. To show x is measurable the condition of (1.4) must be verified.

Let U be any closed ball in A. Then x~1(U)=y~1(f(U)) since / is isometric.

Suppose U={a : \a—a0\fir}. Then

/(Í7) = {f(a) : \f(a)-f(a0)\ ^ r}.

Let V={b : b e B and \b-f(a0)\fir}. Then/(£/) = V nf(A). Hence,

y-'ifiU)) = y-^VnjjA)) = y~\V) n y^(f(A)) = y~\V) nE = y~\V).

Since y is measurable, >'"1(I/) is a measurable set and hence x~1(U) is measurable.

It must still be shown that for any compact set K<^ E, there is a negligible set S

so that x(K\S) is separable. Since y: E-> B is measurable, a negligible set S does

exist so that y(K\S) is separable. Let 77 be a countable dense subset of y(K\S).

Let 77' be the subset of x(K\S) in a one-to-one correspondence with 77 via/ H'

is countable. Also

77 (closure in y(K\S)) = y(K\S) n 77 (closure in 77) = y(K\S).

Hence,

x(K\S) =f~i(y(K\S)) =f~\y(K\S) n 77)

= x(K\S) n/"1(77) = x(K\S) n 77' (closure in A)

= 77' (closure in x(K\S)).

This means 77' is dense in x(K\S) so that x(K\S) is separable.

Proposition 2.4. IfBl+C^O is strictly normal exact in B, then for any X

inB,

ix <§) g
X®B-%X®C-^0

is normal exact.

Proof. Since i'Jf®g:Y®7?->-X®Cis a surjection, ix ® g(X ® 77) is dense

in X ® C. To show /z ® g is a surjection, it will be shown that the induced map

from X ® F/Ker (ix ® g) to X ® C is an isometric map. Let 2f_ x xt ® c( be in

X ® C. By assumption, for each i= 1,..., n, there is a ¿>f 6 B such that |¿>¡| = ¡cd and

(n \ n n

2 * ® bt = 2 x¡ ® s(bd = y x( ® c,.
t=i      /   (=i t=i

Therefore, 2?-i l^il |2>t|=Zf=i |JCt| |ct|. Considering [2"=i x, ® ¿>,] as an element of

X ® B/Ker (ix <è> g),

[n -i   I n

,    f = l J   I uelZxi®btl ( = 1
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Now let 2?-i x'j ® c,' = 2f=i .*( ® c(in Y® C. By assumption, for eachy'=l,..., m,

there exists b'¡ such that \b\\ = |cj| and g(è)) = Cj-. Therefore,

(m \ m n

y x'j ® h) ) = 7 x'j ® c', = y Xi ® Cj,
J=l /      i=l i=l

and

2*î®*î ̂  S i*;ii*;i = 2 wikíi-í=i í-i í=i
Since this is true for each element of Y® C equal to 2?=i *i ® ci> |[2"=i x¡ ® ¿>x]|

*l2r-i*®4
Now let j be any element of iz ® g( Y ® S). Then there is a sequence of elements

y i in X (g) C such that v¡ -s- j> in X ® C. By the preceding argument, then there

exist Zj in X® B such that Ifo]!^}^ and ix ® g(zi)=yt. Since |[z¡] —[z^l^z, —z,]|

= \yt-yÁ, lzi] is a Cauchy sequence in Y® 5/Ker (ix ® g) converging to some

[z] and ix ® g(z)=y. Also, | [z]| = lim | [z¡]| = lim |yt\ = |y |. Thus X ® 5/Ker (ix ® g)

-> Y ® C is an isometric map.

Proposition 2.5. IfO —^Al+Bl+C-^Oisa strictly normal exact sequence in

B, then

0 -> L\I) ® A -> L\I) ® B -> £!(/) ® C -> 0

is normal exact in B.

Proof. By (2.4), Z/iY) ® 5 -* L1^) ® C -> 0 is normal exact. By (1.9), the

functors Sti(i) and Z.1 are naturally equivalent by an equivalence t. Hence the diagram

(*)     0- -> L\I) ® A

TA

-> L\I) ® B -+LHI)® C ^0

(**)    0 -> L1^)-jLL-* W)

T1

+ o

commutes. Since -Z^C/-) is isometric and (**) is exact at L1(B) by (2.3), sequence (*)

is normal exact.

Corollary 2.6. Let 0-*A-+B^¡-C^>-0bea strictly normal exact sequence in

B. If X is a retract of LX(I) (meaning there exists /: X^-L}(I) with |/| á 1 and

g: V-(r) -> Y with \g\u\ such that g °f=ix), then

0^X®A^X®B-*X®C^0

is normal exact in B.

Lemma 2.7. If 0 _> A U B 1+ C _> 0 is normal exact in B, then 0^C*S^B*

_£ A* _> 0 is strictly normal exact.
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Proof. B* J+ A* _> 0 is strictly normal exact due to the Hahn-Banach theorem

[2, p. 63]. The remainder of the proof is straightforward and is omitted.

Corollary 2.8. //0->/(->S^-C->0 is a normal exact sequence with B

reflexive, then it is strictly normal exact.

The proof of the following proposition can be found in [5].

Proposition 2.9. X is equivalent to a space Fx(7) (for some Radon measure p

on a locally compact space E) if and only if for each Banach space B and closed linear

subspace A of B, the map ix ® /: X ® A -* X ® B is an isometric (into) map where

f: A^- B is the insertion map.

Proposition 2.9 can be used to prove the next lemma, given here without proof.

Lemma 2.10. If X is a Banach space such that X** is (equivalent to) a space

L1(7), then X is also a space L}(I).

Lemma 2.11. Suppose X is a Banach space satisfying the conditions illustrated in

the following diagram:

X

f

B h * C -* 0

The morphism h is a normal epimorphism while dim 5=3 and dim C=2. It is

assumed that for all such B, C, and h: B —s- C, for any fe B(X, C) the diagram can

be filled in with g e B(X, B) so that h°g=f and |g| = |/|. Then X* satisfies the

condition that for any Banach space Y^Z with dimZ=3 and dim T=2, every

element in B(Y, X*) has a norm preserving extension from Z to X*.

X*

./" \S

W0 -► Y —^ Z

Proof. A morphism g' e B(Z, X) must be found so that \g'\ = \f'\ and g'oh'=f

where n' is the insertion map. Consider the dual diagram (2.11a) where cx : X -*■ X* *

is the canonical embedding.

(2.11a) 8/

[r,
h'*

2* —H—> y*
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By assumption, g: X^Z* exists so that «'* o g=f* o cx and \f* ° cx\ = \g\. (See

(2.11b).)

X*

TLA ¡Je**        \     P1*

(2.11b) /'**" \

Y** -> 2**

c4        îcz
Y       h'    >Z

The morphism/' can be shown to be c* <>/'** ° cY. Letting g'=g* ° cz, the proposi-

tion is proved.

3. The main results. To prove the first of the three main results listed in this

section, the following information is needed.

Lemma 3.1. If X is a Banach space, Sx(x0, r0) denotes {x e X | \x — x0\ ^rQ}. If

two balls Sx(xu r±) and Sx(x2, r2) intersect in X, then Sx(xu rx) n Sx(x2, r2) n A^0,

where A is any two-dimensional subspace of X containing Xi and x2.

Proof. Let C=(l — a)x1 + ax2, 0^«^ 1, be the curve in Y connecting x1 and x2.

C is homeomorphic to [0, 1]. Hence there is a maximum a0 in [0, 1] so that

(1— a0);vi + o!0X2 is in Sx(xuyt). It can be shown that \(l—a0)x1 + a0x2 — Xi\=r1

and |(1 — a0)x1 + ax2 — x2\ úr2.

Facts 3.2. (1) If Y is a Banach space, let {Sx(xa, ra)} be a collection of mutually

intersecting balls in X. Then there is a Banach space Z=> X with dim Z/X— 1 such

that P|a Sz(xa, rj#0. For proof see [6, p. 51] and [9].

(2) Let Y be a Banach space such that Sx(0, 1 ) has at least one extreme point

and such that X has the following property :

For every collection of four mutually intersecting balls {Sx(xh rf): i= 1, 2, 3, 4}

such that {Xi : i = 1, 2, 3,4} span a two-dimensional subspace of X, (~)t= x S(xt, r, + e)

^ 0 for every e > 0.

Then X* is a space L\I). For proof see [6, p. 71].

Theorem 3.3. The following statements are equivalent:

(1) X is equivalent to a space Ly(I).

(2) IfB is reflexive and 0 —>■ A -~> B —> C —>■ 0 is a normal exact sequence in B, then

0 -* B(X, A) -j- B(X, B) -> B(X, C) -> 0

is strictly normal exact.

(3) Same as (2) with B finite dimensional.

(4) Same as (2) with dim B = 3 and dim C=2.
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Proof. Statement (1) implies (2). By (2.7)

0^C*^-B*^A*^0

is strictly normal exact. By (2.5)

0^Y®C*->Y®F*^Z®^*^0

is normal exact. Again by (2.7)

0 -> (X ® A*)* -+(X® B*)* -+(X® C*)* -+ 0

is strictly normal exact. By (1.7) the following diagram is commutative with ÇA, ÇB

and £c equivalence :

(*) 0-     —>(X®A*)*-     -+(X®B*)*->(X®C*)*-     —»0

(**) 0 -     —> B(X, A**) -     —> B(X, B**)-». B(X, C**) -     —> 0

This means sequence (**) is strictly normal exact, or since B is reflexive (hence A

and C are reflexive),

0 -> B(X, A) -+ B(X, B) -»■ B(X, C)^0

is strictly normal exact.

The proofs that (2) implies (3) and (3) implies (4) are trivial.

Statement (4) implies (1). (See also [7, p. 496].) From the hypothesis of (4), X

satisfies the conditions of (2.11). It will be established that X* (in which the unit

ball always has an extreme point by the Kreïn-Milman Theorem [2, p. 440])

satisfies (2) of (3.2) so that X** will be a space L^I). By (2.10) X will then be a

space F1(7). It is sufficient to show that for every collection of four mutually

intersecting balls {Sx.(Xi,r¡):i=l,2,3,4} such that the centers span a two-

dimensional subspace of X*, there exists an x in X* such that \x—Xj|^r¡ for

i=l,2,3,4. Let Y be the two-dimensional subspace spanned by the set

{xt : i= 1, 2, 3,4}. By (3.1) the balls in {SY(xu rt) : ¿=1, 2, 3, 4} are mutually

intersecting. By (1) of (3.2) there exists Z => Y with dim Z/ Y= 1 and a point z in Z

such that \z—x{\=r¡ for i=l,..., 4. Let g: Z->- X* be the operator whose restric-

tion to Y is the insertion/: T-> X* and for which |g| = |/| (see (2.11)). Then

x=g(z) satisfies for each i= 1,..., 4,

|x-*| = \g(z-Xi)\ g \z-x,\ < rt. Q.E.D.

We may ask whether the condition that B be reflexive in (2) of (3.3) may be re-

moved. The answer is contained in the following theorem. In order to prove this

theorem the following observation is needed.

Fact 3.4. Let Y be a space F*(7) where the measure is not discrete; that is, X

is not a space F(I). Then Y contains a subspace isometric to F^O, 1). (F*(0, 1) is

the classical space of Lebesgue integrable functions from (0, 1) to 7.) See [4, p. 159].
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Theorem 3.5. The following statements are equivalent:

(1) Y is equivalent to a space I1 (I).

m if

(*) 0-+A^B^C->0

is any normal exact sequence in B, then

(**) 0 -> B(X, A) -> B(X, B) -+ B(X, C)^0

is normal exact.

(3) If(*) is strictly normal exact in B, then (**) is strictly normal exact.

(4) If 0 -> A -> B -» X -> 0 is strictly normal exact in B, then for every Banach

space Y,

0-+B(Y,A)-+ B(Y, B)->B(Y, X)-+0

is strictly normal exact.

Proof. Statement (3) implies (1). Let A be a closed linear subspace of the Banach

space B and let /: A ->- B be the insertion map. The sequence 0 -> A -> B -*■ 5/^4

-»■ 0 is a normal exact sequence. By (2.7) the sequence 0 ->■ (B/A)* -> B* -> A* -> 0

is strictly normal exact. Therefore by (3),

0 -» £(Y, (5/^)*) -> Ä( JT, 5*) -> 5(Y, ¿*) -> 0

is strictly normal exact. By (1.8), the following diagram is commutative:

0-> B(X, (B/A)*)-» B(X, B*)-> B(X, A*)-> 0

Pb Pa\Pbia

(***) o-> (X ® B/A)*-> (X ®B)*-      -> (X ® A)* -     -> 0

Therefore (***) is strictly normal exact which implies

0 -> (X ® A)** -> (X ® B)** -+(X® C)** -* 0

is strictly normal exact. This means Y®,4-^Y®i?isan isometric map, so that

by (2.9), Y is equivalent to a space L^I). It must still be established that the measure

p is discrete, that is, A' is a space P(I). Consider the space l1(I) = l1(I, Sx, p) as in

(1.2) where E=SX, the unit ball of X with the discrete topology. If t e 1^(1), t can

be written as 2*,<=sx Kxx, where r(xj) = Ai and 2 |^| <°o. Define h: l1^)^- Y by

h(Ix¡eSx XiXxi) = I,Xtesx Kx¡. Then the sequence

0 _». Ker « _^ /!(/) _*> Y _^ 0

is strictly normal exact. If

0 -> 5(Y, Ker A) -* 5(Y, /!(/)) -> ¿?(Y, Y) -* 0
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is strictly normal exact, the map ix: X-+ Yhas a norm preserving lifting Y-> /1(7).

This means the diagram

X

Hi) —^—> x

commutes for some/: X-> P(I) where |/| = 1. Therefore, Y is a retract of F(I).

In ll(I) the weakly compact subsets are compact [2, p. 295]. Therefore, the same is

true for X. However, if X is a space Fx(7) where the measure is nondiscrete, X

contains Lx(0, 1) by (3.4). But in F^O, 1), the sequence fn = sin nx for n= 1, 2,...,

for example, converges weakly but not in the norm topology. (See [12, pp. 336-337].)

Therefore, X must be a space F(I).

Statement (1) implies (2). Let Z be any Banach space. The space B(F(I, E, p), Z)

is isometrically isomorphic to ¡^(Z), the space of bounded sequences (za), a e E,

of elements of Z. This isomorphism is given by

(za) e 1<°(Z) h> ((A) e P(I) h> 2 Kza\
\ aeE I

Let k: F(I) -*■ C be in B and let e>0 be arbitrary.

F(7)

There exists therefore a unique element c = (ca) in /M(C) corresponding to k as

above; and \c\ =supaeE \ta\ = \k\. For each aeE, let ¿>a e F be such that g(ba) = ca

and \ca\ ̂  |6a| -e. Set e=(¿»JaeB. Then b e l°°(B) and

|è|  = Sup |¿>a|   ^ SUp(|ca|+e) ^  |c|+e.
aeE ae£

The element b corresponds to a continuous linear map n: P(7) -> F with |n| = |è|

^ |A:| +e. It is immediate that g o h = k. Hence

B(l\I),B)^B(W),C)^0

is normal exact. It is easy to show that for any space X in B the sequence

0 -> B(X, A) -> B(X, B) -> fi(X, C)

is normal exact. Hence (1) implies (2).

Statement (1) implies (3). If'0 -> A ->■ 77 ->• C -> Ois strictly normal exact, in the

proof that (1) implies (2), |ca| = |ôa| with g(èj = ca so that |6| = |c|. Therefore \k\

= \h\.
Statement (2) implies (1). The proof is similar to that of (3) implies (1) and is

omitted.
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Statement (4) is equivalent to (1). The proof can be found in [7, p. 498].

Theorem 3.6. The following statements are equivalent:

(1) X is equivalent to L1(/).

(2)//

(*) o^A-^B^C^O

is strictly normal exact, then

(**) 0->X® A^X®B-+X® C->0

is normal exact.

(3) If(*) is normal exact with B reflexive, then (**) is normal exact.

(4) If(*) is normal exact with B finite-dimensional, then (**) is normal exact.

(5) If(*) is normal exact with B of dimension 3 and C of dimension 1, then (**)

is normal exact.

Proof. Statement (1) implies (2) by (2.5). Using (2.8), statement (2) implies

(3). It is easy to see that (3) implies (4) and (4) implies (5). It must now be shown

that (5) implies (1). Let 0 -> W-> T-> Z ->• 0 be any normal exact sequence in B

with dim T=3 and dim Z=2. By (2.7),

O^Z*-* Y*->W*^0

is strictly normal exact with dim T* = 3 and dim W* = \. By assumption,

0^Y®Z*-^Y® Y*->X®W*^0

is normal exact. By (2.7),

0^(Y® W*)*^(X® Y*)*^(X®Z*)*^0

is strictly normal exact. As in the proof of (3.3), this means that

0 -*■ B(X, W**) -+ B(X, Y**) -> B(X, Z**) -> 0

is strictly normal exact. Hence,

0 -► B(X, W) -> B(X, Y) -> B(X, Z) -> 0

is strictly normal exact. By (3.3) X is equivalent to L1^).

The author wishes to express his thanks to Professor Kung-Wei Yang for his

help in preparing this paper.
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